
PARTS LIST

PART NUMBERQTYITEM

STATIONARY GLASS11

WALL PROFILE TO GLASS UPRIGHT12

CONNECTOR LEFT HAND23

TOP - BOTTOM RAIL24

CONNECTOR RIGHT HAND25

WALL PROFILE DOOR SIDE16

GLASS DOOR17

DOOR RUNNER WHEEL ASSEMBLY48

DOOR SEAL19

WALL PROFILE210

4x35 SCREW611

SCREW COLLAR1012

SCREW COVER CAP1413

WALL PLUG WHITE614

3.5x10 Flat End SCREW615

DOOR WHEEL STOP (IN RAILS)216

3.5х20 SCREW417

GLASS HOLDER218

GLASS HOLDER RECESSED CAP219

DOOR GLASS SEAL220

MAGNETIC DOOR SEAL121

6mm HANDLE REAR (NOT SHOWN)122

6mm HANDLE123

4x45 HANDLE SCREW224

HANDLE CAP225

EXTRUSION COVER126

EXTRUSION COVER HANDED127
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INSTRUCTION GUIDE SUITABLE FOR 

 

SLD100 SLIDING DOOR (REVERSIBLE) -ADJUSTMENT 935-995MM

SLD110 SLIDING DOOR (REVERSIBLE) -ADJUSTMENT 1035-1095MM

SLD120 SLIDING DOOR (REVERSIBLE) -ADJUSTMENT 1135-1195MM 

SLD140 SLIDING DOOR (REVERSIBLE) -ADJUSTMENT 1335-1395MM

SLD150 SLIDING DOOR (REVERSIBLE) -ADJUSTMENT 1435-1495MM

SLD160 SLIDING DOOR (REVERSIBLE) -ADJUSTMENT 1535-1595MM

SLD170 SLIDING DOOR (REVERSIBLE) -ADJUSTMENT 1635-1695MM
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IF FURTHER ASSISTANCE IS NEEDED PLEASE CONTACT YOUR RETAILER OR ALTERNATIVLY CALL OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAM ON 01924 666590

Take appropriate health and safety precautions when 
installing the product.
Hazard - when using sealant, follow the manufacturer's 
instructions.
Warning - this product is heavy!
Packaging is widely recycled 
Recommended as a two person install.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fix the top and 

bottom glass 

holder in place. 

To ensure the correct installation is 

executed, it is recommended using a 

qualified, competent installer to install 

the product. The installation is 

recommended as a two person install 

The shower tray should be fully installed 

with the wall covering finished down on 

to the shower tray. Ensure that the 

shower tray is level in all planes before 

you begin. The shower tray needs to be 

fully sealed and cured before fitting the 

enclosure.  

Slide the top and 

bottom rail on to 

the uprights until 

home, screw in 

place and cover 

with the cover 

cap.  

Also ensure that the wall profiles are 

directly opposite each other. 

Mark through the holes with a pencil. 

Remove the wall profiles and drill and 

plug the wall. 

Make sure the gap 

between the walls is 

within the range of 

adjustment for your 

sliding door.  

An ideal installation -  set 

the wall profiles 10-

20mm back from the 

front face of the tray. 

Offer your wall profiles 

onto the wall making sure 

that they are installed 

vertically using a spirit 

level.  

 

 

Screw the wall profiles into place with screw collar, screw and screw cap. 

Then fit the fame into the wall profiles. Adjust until there is an equal 

amount of frame in each wall profile. Make sure that the frame is level 

before fixing in place.  

***Note, if the gap between the walls is tight, you may have to fit the wall 

profiles with the frame already inserted into the wall profiles.  

To fix the fame in place, drill through the upright and wall profile (1st walls only) 

300mm from the top and the bottom for a secure fix. Then fix the frame with 

the screw, collar and cover cap provided.  
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Fit the top wheel assembly (the top 

assembly is height adjustable via a screw 

located on the bottom). Then fit the 

bottom wheel assembly (the bottom 

assembly is sprung)  

The wheels face to the outside of the 

enclosure. Add the decorative covers once 

the wheel assemblies are attached 

securely.  

Fit the door handles, which locate in the 

holes in the glass. Then screw together 

using part 24, the handle screws, then 

cover with cover caps.  

First, adjust the upper wheels all the way to the top using the screw on 

the underside of the wheel assembly  

Hang the door ensuring that the wheels sit in the interior channel of the 

top rail. To do this you may need to introduce the door and the wheels 

into the rail at an angle.   

Once the top wheels are in place, push the down on the sprung wheels 

on the bottom roller to locate them into the channel in the bottom rail.  

Once the door has been hung, turn the screws on the underside of the 

top rollers to make the doors level and run true.  

Note: when the doors are hung correctly the top wheels and the bottom 

wheels should hit the bump stops at the same time.  

Fit the magnetic door seal to the door. Fit the longer of the two blade seals 

to the door, with the blade pointing toward the outside of the enclosure. 

Fit the shorter of the two blade seals to the stationary glass, with the blade 

facing inward.  

Place the top caps on the top of the jointed wall profile and vertical rail.  

Externally silicone seal the wall profiles where they meet the wall and where 

the enclosure meets the shower tray in a continuous silicone bead. 

Do not silicone the inside of the enclosure. 

Allow at least 24 hours for the silicone to cure before using the enclosure. 

Use the lubricant in the small packet provided to ensure that the wheels run 

smoothly inside the channel.  

Use appropriate personal protection equipment when installing the product. 

Customer Care Guide 

It is important to clean your shower door and tray after every use, wipe down all Glass and metal parts 

with a soft cloth 

Do not allow limescale to build up in hard water areas 

Ensure that any residual water on the glass is removed after every use 

Clean the glass regularly  

Do not use abrasive products on any surfaces 

Bathroom products are vulnerable to acid attack and some household consumables such hair dye, 

disinfectants, denture cleaners etc can contain such acids. Contact with these materials should be 

avoided.  

This instruction guide is for illustration purposes and may not be an exact representation of the 

physical product.  

For full terms and conditions, please refer to the manufacturer  

If further assistance is required, please contact your retailer or alternatively call our customer services 

team on 01924 666590 
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